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The probability distributions of the design variables have been prescribed despite limited information. However, it is important also to recognize that regardless of the distribution of the individual variate, is the distribution of the safety margin, (R -S), that is important in the calculation of the probability of [2] . It was also noted [2] that if the risk level or β < 3.1), the calculated probability of failure is not much different regardless of the type of distribution. But for a very small risk 4.2), the probability of failure could be sensitive to this distribution. 
In the second moment reliability method, the parameters of interest are first and second moments (means and variances), for the computation of safety indices [3] . It is also important to note that it is the Coefficient Of Variation, COV (ratio of standard deviation to mean value) that are mostly published in literature [4, 5] . Values of relevant parameters for the basic variables with their corresponding distributions, means and COV used herein are shown in Table 1 . A computer program, FORM5, incorporating all the variables, and which has also been based on the First Order Reliability Method, was employed in the reliability analysis. A study [6] has shown that all geometric variables, such as, the breadth, depth and spans of the slabs are normally distributed, while the concrete strength and strength of steel are log-normally distributed. All variables were normalized in the application of FORM5 in this presentation. It is absolutely necessary to evaluate the resistance of a reinforced concrete slab in a probabilistic environment, since its component materials are varied individually and must be dependent on each other in order to achieve a slab structure that will resist loads as one unit. Thus, models for the performance functions for the limit states need to be developed. The failure modes considered are the bending, shear and deflection. Therefore, for each safety margin as obtained from equating the resistance of the slab as proposed by the codes [15, 16, 17] and the load effect calculated by simple structural analysis, the basic variables are identified while suggesting their statistical behaviour from literature. In order to achieve maximum values for moments and shear forces, two load combinations as recommended in the codes [15, 16] are studied as in Figure 1 for continuous slabs. The load predictions of the current European code [17] are numerically smaller than this value; thus the choice of the earlier loads combinations in the codes. From Figure 2 , we may allow the following representations: N1 = Qk (1.4α + 1.6), N2 = 1.0αQk, α = Gk/Qk = load ratio; Qk = live load on slab; and Gk = dead load on slab.
BASIS FOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND BASIS FOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND BASIS FOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND BASIS FOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND TRANSFORMATIONS
TRANSFORMATIONS TRANSFORMATIONS TRANSFORMATIONS We note here that the general reliability index is defined with the assumption that the sole available information about the input variables, x x x x, is that they are uncertain, with their uncertainty quantified in terms of a second-moment representation. Also, one of the fundamental assumptions behind the definition of reliability index is informal rotation symmetry in the normalized space.
But it is obvious that symmetry-disturbing restrictions are satisfied out of logical necessity or for physical reasons and mostly as prescribed by the distribution characteristics of the individual variables in a reliability-based domain. Thus, the existence of a boundary of definition domain generally prevents the informational rotation symmetry with respect to the origin. If the definition domain is regular, it is however, in principle possible to represent the mechanical model and the considered n-dimensional limit state problem by the aid of a new set of variables y y y y, that without restrictions can take values everywhere in the new or transformed domain. The First-Order Reliability Method (FORM) proposed by researchers [7, 8, 9] incorporates the Taylor series expansion of the performance function g ( ) which, is linearized at some points, say, points (Y*1 , Y*2, .... Y*M), on the failure surface rather than at the mean. The linearizing point is called the design or the checking point. Basically, the procedure is as follows: With the limit state and its variables given by;
the random variables, Yi, are first transformed to reduced uncorrelated (for independent random variables Yi) variables with zero mean and unit variance. That is,
where, U U U Ui = **, µYi = mean and σYi = standard deviation. Now, for any variable having non-normal distribution, it can be transformed into normal standardized variable in accordance with the equality of probabilities. Thus, Yi and Ui can be related using,
By a Taylor power series expansion of Equation (3) in correspondence with the checking point vector Y* and considering linear terms only,
where, the notation: Simplified design stress block for ultimate limit state [15, 16] .
By the rules of derivative of the inverse function, Equation (3) becomes: 
in which F( ) and ϕ ( ) denote the probability densities corresponding to the cumulative distributions F( ) and Rearrangement of Equation (5) (1) and (7), it follows that,
Finally, in terms of Ui the safety domain boundary can be expressed in the form:
The parameter β, defined as the minimum distance to this surface from the origin in system (see Figure 1) can be determined iteratively, assuming the transformed limit state is capable of differentiation, by solving the following equations:
Having obtained a satisfactory value of the minimum distance,β, corresponding to convergence of the iterative process, the operational probability of failure, Pf , can be computed as:
where, Φ is the transformation vector. Thus far, the derivation has assumed independent random basic variables. If Y be transformed to non-correlated random variables using the method proposed by some researchers [10] . Whatever the case, in the normalized space, if the original uncertainty vector has a distribution function that deviates significantly from the normal, the originally sufficiently smooth failure surfaces can become distinctively curved [9] . There is also associated with this approach the possibility of non 
Hence, by comparing Equations (1) and (7), it follows
(10) the safety domain boundary can 0 (11) , defined as the minimum distance to this surface from the origin in the reduced coordinate system (see Figure 1) can be determined iteratively, assuming the transformed limit state is capable of differentiation, by solving the following equations:
obtained a satisfactory value of the minimum , corresponding to convergence of the iterative process, the operational probability of , can be computed as: (14) is the transformation vector. the derivation has assumed independent random basic variables. If Yi are correlated, they must correlated random variables using the method proposed by some researchers [10] . Whatever the case, in the normalized space, if the al uncertainty vector has a distribution function that deviates significantly from the normal, the originally sufficiently smooth failure surfaces can become distinctively curved [9] . There is also associated with this approach the possibility of non-R
convergence of the iteration process, either because of the existence of some numerical noise in the performance function or jumps in the distribution functions [11] . For practical applications, an algorithm for solving these equations has been developed and coded by researchers [11] . Conceptually, the so-called FORM5 is based on the work in earlier studies [7, 8, 12] . A number of illustrative examples for simple cases can be found in the work of veterans like Ang and Tang [13] Two load effects may be considered in this criterion, namely; that due to simple and continuous supports. The load effect in bending for simply supported condition and for maximum applied moment Ma is given as [18, 19] ;
The load effects in a reinforced concrete continuous slab are used in this presentation. Generally, the practical approach to the analysis of continuous slabs is the application of moment distribution method. Thus, the load effect in bending for maximum applied span moment, Ma1, is calculated using the moment distribution method as [18, 19] ;
Also, the maximum applied moment at the support, Ma2, is given as, ( )
It is required at the ultimate limit-state that the slab section should be in equilibrium. Hence, it is necessary that the tensile force, Fst, in the reinforcement, must be balanced by the compressive force, Fcc, in the concrete; see Figure 2 . The moment of resistance, MR, for the section may be determined as,
Therefore, the expression for the performance function, G(X), in this limit state of bending would be, ( ) In Equation (20) , b is the breadth of the section. The shearing force, V, by moment distribution for a continuous slab of equal span is given as [18, 19] ;
But concrete offers some amount of resistance to shearing stresses given as νc. Thus, the resultant of the shearing stresses created by V is given as ν -νc. Therefore, in designing slabs the resistance of the slab in shear in comparison to the applied shearing stress can be estimated as: [15, 16, 17] require that the maximum vertical deflection may generally be assumed to be satisfied provided that the actual span to effective depth ratios are not greater than the limiting span effective depth ratio. This is given as:
where 26 = basic span effective depth ratio for continuous slabs and mf = modification factor. The modification factor for tension reinforcement may be expressed as follows [18, 19] : Figures 4 to 10 , vividly indicate the intrinsic reliability and corresponding probability of failure of the slabs designed according to the codes [15, 16, 17] . It is noticed from Figures 4 to 10 that the reliability or safety levels of the slab is not uniform, for any of the criteria investigated and for the depths and spans of slab selected. Moreover, the safety levels in bending are lower than predicted in the design codes. A brief interpretation of the figures is given below. Generally, the safety of the slabs is jeopardized with increasing load ratios in all the criteria and thickness of slab investigated. The criterion for safety is violated in all the criteria for 100mm and 125mm thick slabs as indicated (Figures 4 and 5) by the safety index, which is less than 2.0 as has earlier been predicted [20] . The intrinsic safety index even has a negative value, thus, suggesting that there is no safety at all. Of course, the continuous slabs with 100mm and 125mm thickness and 4000mm spans will collapse. In Figure 6 , except for the deflection criterion, which is satisfied at load ratios less than or equal to about 0.4, the bending and shear criteria are not satisfied. Also, Figure 7 shows that deflection criterion is adequate up to a load ratio of about 2.5; whereas, shear is only adequate for load ratios of up to 0.40. However, the bending criterion is not satisfied at all, since the safety index is less than 2.0 in all the load ratios considered (that is, from 0.2 to 4.0). In Figures 8, 9 and 10, the criterion for deflection is satisfied in all the load ratios. Moreover, the intrinsic safety level is only satisfied in shear up to a load ratio of 1.5 for the 200mm thick slab, 0.8 for the 225mm thick slab and up to about 1.0 for the 250mm thick slab. But the bending criterion is not satisfied for the 200mm thick slab, while it is barely satisfied for the 225mm thick slab at a load ratio of up to 0.8. This is the same situation with the 250mm thick slab at a load ratio of up to about 1.6. 5. 5. 5.
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION CONCLUSION CONCLUSION The intrinsic reliability levels of singly reinforced concrete slabs have been found to be non-uniform over the practical ranges of suspended slabs, according to the current design codes formulations. Also, the probability of failure, Pf, that can be achieved in the codes formulations in bending, is only 0.022, instead of Pf = 1 x 10 -6 [15, 16, 17] . Thus, Pf = 0.022 corresponds to a safety level, β I , = 2.015. The value of this safety level is much lower than 3, which, is normally recommended [20] , for such structural elements. But the target safety index has been suggested [21] for upgrade by the Joint Committee on Structural Safety. However, the implied reliability levels, β I , for shear and deflection are 2.670 and 5.645 respectively, while their corresponding probabilities of failures are also given as 0.00379 and 8.26 x 10 -8 respectively. The suggestion for upgrade of the safety index value to 3.8 implies that the design formulations need further review in order to meet the target for approved structural safety. 
